




Peaceful landscape Switzerland is a heart taking place.
2014 Established  a small family company In the elegant and stylish city 
of Lugano.

Edellis Korea, as Korean branch based on Korea's advanced technology 
that has become a global beauty trend.
Build beauty life with Swiss pure nature spirit and Korea's technology.

Love Edellis’ first facial sheet mask Published base on by a two-year 
research in Switzerland.
Now one it became available in Luxemburg, Belgium, England, Italy, and 
other European countries, as well as in high-end spas and high-end 
aesthetic shops in the Middle East.



- Product development

- Product distribution 

- Technical support

- Power branding

- Marketing

Product production

Product production



This moment is pure beauty.
There are faithful people today by 
knowing the tomorrow we prepared 
with passion yesterday.
Edellis Korea pursuit human's value, 
less affect environment and develop 
of sustainability eco-friendly products.

Your dream of beauty will come true 
by our trustworthy formula and 
artistic design



Our expression of Warm purple
The symbol of Edellis Korea's love 

for customers

Our expression of Hot pink
The symbol of the 
passionate mind of Edellis
Korea

We wish to bring together a greater brand with warm love 
for our customers to give them better products







Love. Edellis brand has developed various products such 
as basic cosmetics, mask packs, hair products, and body 
products

We are a New leader of trend with ART COSMETIC, 
various beauty has been realized through collaboration 
with artists. We are committed to product development 
so that consumers who use the product can experience 
time for themselves and the leisure of life 

A small space that you briefly pass by, daily life that is 
spent casually, the moment you add beauty and value to a 
small product, a whole new daily life unfolds
Edellis Korea's efforts continue for more people can enjoy 
the beauty of life.



Edellis Korea does manufacture, 
distributes and develop by itself,.
We also sells high-quality cosmetics 
manufactured in Korea and France around 
the world.

In addition to product development, we 
are  about product distribution so that our 
customers around the world can continue 
to use better products at better prices. 




